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A digital signage solution that gets
you up close and personal
Digital signage is an electronic form of point-ofsale information presented on ﬂatscreens – to
replace posters, leaﬂets and other traditional
marketing materials.

Sony makes it easy, with a unique hardware and
software package, and the expertise to deliver a
complete digital signage solution: Sony Ziris™.

The content may inform customers, entertain
them or guide them to certain purchasing
decisions. Over and above this, it enhances the
quality of their shopping experience.

Ziris™, a seamless vision

Digital signage offers unique advantages over
traditional, paper-based communication.
It provides instant, impactful and effective tailored
information, entertainment and advertising
programming to your audience, via a ﬂexible mix
of remote digital network players and screens.
Setting up a digital signage network can be
complex: creating appropriate programme
material, feeding it into a distribution network,
delivering it to the right locations, and playing
out the resulting tailored messages to individual
screens in separate places. Different suppliers
are usually required for the content, software,
hardware, delivery systems, installation and
servicing.

As a leader in audio and visual communications,
Sony has developed Ziris™ for reliable, costeffective and easy to use digital signage
solutions.
With the Ziris™ family of software packages you
can easily create, target and display high-impact
media, and organise, deliver and support digital
signage networks.

With Ziris™ you make an impact,
whatever your business
The best digital signage is compelling,
up-to-date, and engaging, without being too
intrusive. Whoever your audience, your content
should meet their expectations.
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Digital media enables retailers (and advertisers) to increase brand awareness,
inform customers interactively at the point of purchase, drive sales within
speciﬁc areas, target promotions, and drive trafﬁc to store departments, and
reduce the cost of printed materials.

Airport and transport environment
Digital signage networks in airports are applied in business lounges to inform
travellers with news updates, in duty free shopping areas to promote goods and
in all areas to update passengers with the latest ﬂight information.

™

Sony Ziris digital signage
solutions are designed for:

Retail environment

Public venues
Digital outdoor advertising can be used in many outdoor environments, such as
transportation networks, to inform and entertain trafﬁc passing by.

Restaurants, bars
There is no other medium with the same power to inform, entertain and inspire
customers and to inﬂuence their behaviour at the point of purchase, while
enhancing the ambience of your leisure space.

Medical and scientiﬁc environment
In any medical environment, time and communication
can be critical. With Ziris™ digital signage you can
create your internal TV channel to inform your
patients in the right place, at the right time with the
right message.

Corporate communications
More and more businesses need effective, reliable
and immediate ways to communicate with their
customers and employees. Ziris™ digital signage
helps to gain far better staff morale, better teamwork
and better communications throughout your entire
corporation.

There is no other medium with the same
power and ﬂexibility to deliver relevant
and time-critical interactive information to:
• Entertain customers and inﬂuence them at
the point of purchase
• Inform your customers
• Increase brand awareness, drive sales in
speciﬁc areas and highlight promotions
• Stimulate staff morale and teamwork and
improve company communications
• Help train and update your employees
• Enhance leisure areas

Training, education
Digital signage powered by Ziris™ can provide the
most interactive information to train and educate your
staff and employees. Because the training tools and
information can be delivered from one central location
to many places at the same time, businesses can
easily update their employees as often as it needs at
little or no cost.
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• Reduces perceived waiting time
• Enhances brandperception

DIGITAL SIGNAGE COMMUNICATIONS PROCESS
Media Import

Media authoring
and scheduling

Media Distribution

Play Out
Satelite

PFM LANDSCAPE

NSP-100
Flash, MPEG, MPEG2, MPEG4,
AVI, QuickTime, JPEG, Bitmap,
GIF, MP3, WAV

FFC
VPN / IP
LAN

PFM PORTRAIT
NSP-1

PROJECTOR
DVCAM / DV CAMCORDER

ZIRIS CREATETM

ZIRIS TRANSFERTM
ZIRIS VIEW LITETM

COMPUTER MONITOR

DVCAM / DV VTR

ZIRIS VIEW ADVANCEDTM

MONITOR YOUR PROGRESS
REPORT

ZIRIS MANAGETM

Innovative software
Sony Ziris™ software brings high quality,
tailored messages to your target audiences
and gives you easy control of your screenbased communications network, with unrivalled
playback quality, round the clock. You can focus
on network operations without wasting time and
costs solving problems.

Ziris™ software helps you:
• Target your audience with powerful and
effective messages via a ﬂexible mix of highquality screens
• Distribute your media creations cost-effectively
and at high speed over any kind of network
• Organise communications campaigns with
remote 24x7 playback and display
• Seamlessly integrate all hardware with your
network and communications requirements
• Support, monitor and service your digital
signage networks and its components
• Control hundreds of screens with one operator
in one location, saving you time and valuable
resources
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HD PROJECTOR

The Ziris range
Ziris is a unique management platform. The Ziris products include Ziris Create,
Ziris Transfer, Ziris View, NSP-Series Network Players and Ziris Manage.

media artist to operate Ziris Create™. You can integrate and customise
materials from multiple sources (video, audio, picture and text ﬁles),
and then construct and layer that media to show tailored content on
individual screens.

Ziris View™
With Ziris View™ software, any standard PC becomes a digital signage
player, capable of replaying complex on-screen images containing
multiple layers of video, animation and text. The open architecture of
Ziris View™ software also accommodates many other applications.
For example, your scales, payment kiosks, music download portals
and digital printing kiosks can all become part of your digital signage
platform.

Ziris Transfer™ distributes your material to a range of digital signage
players reliably, easily and cost-effectively, automatically trans-coding
video material into the appropriate format for each network player
during the import process. It delivers Ziris™ digital signage content at
the right time, to the right audiences, via satellite, local area networks
(LANs), wide area networks (WANs) or the Internet. Sony can help you
choose the right network for optimum performance.

Make your image move

Ziris Transfer™

Network Players.
Ziris™ software supports a number of screens and projectors and is
fully compatible with a range of network players that can store and play
out programmed media to several screens.
These include the Sony network players NSP-1 and Ziris View™

Black screens in your store, a network breakdown during the annual
corporate message to your employees – to avoid these and other
potential nightmares you need to be sure your digital signage
technology works 24x7. Ziris Manage™ unique real-time monitoring
automatically sends SMS alert messages to administrators if there is
a hardware breakdown, such as Networked Player, Plasma or LCD
Screens, Prjectors, or your Transfer Server. So you ﬁnd out ﬁrst – not
your audience.
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Monitor your messages

Ziris Manage

PC players, which offer distinct advantages for various locations,
applications and design requirements. For example, the NSP series
players are best suited to high-quality playback of video-based images,
while a PC player solution is more appropriate for more complex image
designs.

Service and support from Sony
Sony Ziris™ comes with a 12-month Sony PrimeSupport®
package, including access to a telephone helpdesk from Monday
to Friday during working hours, notiﬁcation of all software
upgrades, and bug ﬁxing. Customers can access maintenance
through the secure Sony PrimeSupport® website facilities.

Getting your message seen

with playback quality up to broadcast standards. Its unique, easyto-use, intuitive interface means you don’t have to be a professional

Store and play your creation

Ziris Create™ powers a large variety of screens with high-impact media,
so you can effectively inform, entertain or advertise to passing trafﬁc
or captive audiences. Ziris Create™ offers enormous creative freedom,

Create your own vision

Ziris Create™

Ziris Create

™

Creating your vision

Compelling content is the key to effective
messages. Many multimedia creations are limited
from the start, because the tools simply do not
allow designers the freedom they need. But
Sony Ziris Create™ – designed speciﬁcally for
marketing and creatives staff – makes content
authoring simple and intuitive.
Combining video, audio, text, animations and
graphics, it lets you design stunning on-screen
images you can distribute to network player
devices. Since these devices build the onscreen image “live”, it’s easy to perform updates
by simply sending new video or graphical
components and updated image designs. This
reduces network bandwidth requirements and,
therefore, costs. Plus, Sony has designed Ziris™
software to operate as a web server – giving you
access to the application from any location.

You don’t have to be a professional to generate compelling, high-quality
media with Ziris Create™. There are just four simple steps:

1

Import your media manually or via the ‘Active or Hot Folder’ wizard which
quickly and easily imports batches of media assets. Ziris Create™ provides
a single platform for handling different video, images and text and is
compatible with leading multimedia authoring and corporate
presentation tools.
Ziris Create™ automatically makes copies of your content in a managed
library using the Ziris Create™ web server, so you always know exactly where
to ﬁnd your important ﬁles. It’s totally intuitive and easy to use.

2

Select media from the library and simply drag and drop into your image
design, either manually or using wizards that speed up and simplify the
design process.

3

Create the image design. Lay out the elements using the Lay Out Editor
window, exactly as you want them on the signage screens. Preview your
creation, either for simple layer/content timing or in full-resolution playback
on your PC monitor.

4

Schedule image designs for replay – simply drag and drop them into a
timeline, which shows you which playlists are scheduled and when. With
Ziris Create™ you can create playout schedules for a group of network
players, using the clear and simple display to optimise playlist duration
and scheduling, with colour coding to show the progress and successful
completion of uploads.

Ziris Create key features:
™

• Total creative freedom for a large variety
of screen formats, sizes and
orientations
• Support for multiple network player
types, including NSP-1 and
Ziris View™
• Web-server based application, allowing
you to manage media, playlists and
scheduling from any location,
• Fast, easy editing and scheduling using
a simple timeline and drag-and-drop
interface and wizards
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G M S Sports

NVF 1 - AFM 3

Ziris Create™ system requirements:
FIXTURES AND RESULTS - 2004/05
Date

Opponents

Sat 14/08

Product code

BZSQ-CREATE 10
BZSQ-CREATE DV10

Operating system

Microsoft® Windows® XP

Comp

Hamworthy United

A

Tue 17/08

Moneyfields

H

Sat 21/08

Portland United

H

Tue 24/08

Brockenhurst

Sat 28/08

Bemerton Heath H'quins

Mon 30/08

A
H

Result

WL1

1-0

WL1

Roland Garos

3-1

WL1

5-0

WL1

2-0

WL1

2-0

Alton Town

A

WL1

2-1

Sat 04/09

Herne Bay

A

FAC p

2-1

Sat 11/09

Wimborne Town

A

WL1

1-2

Scores 4/17
Womens 2nd round:
75 -12 Martina Sucha

SVK 493.50

76 +1 Petra Mandula

HUN 484.00

Tue 14/09

Cowes Sports

H

WL1

1-0

77 -10 Lubomira Kurhajcova

SVK 480.00

Sat 18/09

Eastleigh

H

FAC 1q

1-2

78

RUS 478.75

0 Tatiana Panova

Sat 25/09

Andover

H

WL1

1-1

79 +2 Nuria Llagostera Vives ESP 471.25

Sat 02/10

US Portsmouth

A

HSC 1

7-0

80 +3 Marta Domachowska

Fri 08/10

Hamble ASSC

A

WL1

3-0

Tue 12/10

AFC Totton

H

Sat 16/10

Bournemouth

H

Sat 23/10

WL1

2-1

WL1

2-1

Downton

A

WL1

Tue 26/10

AFC Newbury

A

WL1

5-0

Sat 30/10

Winchester City

WL1

1-3

Sat 06/11

Ringwood Town

Sat 13/11

VT FC

Tue 16/11

H
A
H

Winchester City

2-2

WL1

1-1

81 +3 Shuai Peng

CHN 453.25

82 -3 Lindsay Lee-Waters

USA 452.50

83 +5 Anna Chakvetadze

3-2

HSC2

84 +1 Aniko Kapros

RUS 450.50
HUN 438.75

85 +1 Shenay Perry

USA 431.00

86 +1 Mara Santangelo

ITA 425.25

87 +2 Stephanie Foretz

FRA 419.50

88 +2 Yuliana Fedak

UKR 416.00

89 -18 Katarina Srebotnik

SLO 413.25

RCC 2

3-2

Sat 20/11

TBC

-

FAV 2

6-0

Sat 27/11

Thatcham Town

A

WL1

4-2

Mens Results: weeks at Number 1

Sat 04/12

BAT Sports

H

WL1

3-1

Sat 11/12

Bournemouth

A

WL1

3-2

10 Roger Federer
11 Gustavo Kuerten
12 Ilie Nastase
13 Mats Wilander
14 Andy Roddick
15 Boris Becker
16 Marat Safin
17 John Newcombe
18 Juan Carlos Ferrero

Sat 18/12

Moneyfields

Mon 27/12

Fareham Town

H

POL 468.75

A

WL1

4-3

A

WL1

7-0

Mon 03/01

Alton Town

H

WL1

2-1

Sat 08/01

Lymington & New Milton

H

WL1

3-4

51
43
40
20
13
12
9
8
2

GMS Sports *** New football strips instore *** Free tickets to see your favourite team! see instore for details.

Windows® 2000
CPU

Intel® Pentium® 4, 2.8 GHz or higher

Memory

1GB or more

HDD

80 GB or more

Monitor

1024 x 768 resolution or more

BFC
BFC

Rise
of a new

BFC
BFC
BFC
BFC
BFC
BFC

SLICK
steven pierce
jules haymen

BFC
BFC

BBFC
BBFC

BBFC
BBFC

BBF
BBF

BBFC
BBFC
BBFC
BBFC

BBFC
BBFC
BBFC
BBFC

BBF
BBF
BBF
BBF

12
BBFC

BBFC

BBF

BBFC

BBFC

BBF

“Steven pierce has you on the edge of you seat”
review magazine

• Sound: wav, Microsoft® Windows® Media Audio, MP3
• Images: Bitmap, animated gif, gif, jpeg, tif, eps, etc

BBF
BBF
BBF
BBF
BBF
BBF

vision cinemas

“A must see”

Ziris Create™ is fully compliant with the following media types:

• HTML with all implied functionalities; includes XML compatibility

BBF
BBF

BBFC
BBFC
BBFC
BBFC
BBFC
BBFC

Free Pop Corn
with any soft
drink

staring:

BFC
BFC

• Video: MPEG2, MPEG4, Quicktime 6.5, avi

BBFC
BBFC

BBFC
BBFC
BBFC
BBFC
BBFC
BBFC

NOW SHOWING

BFC
BFC
BFC
BFC

• Multimedia authoring tools: Macromedia Director and
Shockwave, Flash (For View Flash 5, for NSP-1 Flash 6)

BBFC
BBFC

15

dawn.

The Times

Latest News Update

Flight Connections
Arrivals
13.25
13.30
13.30
13.30
13.35
13.40
13.40
13.45
13.45
13.55
13.55
13.55
14.00
14.00
14.00
14.00
14.05
14.10
14.10
14.10
14.15
14.20
14.25
14.25
14.25
14.25
14.30
14.35
14.35
14.40
14.40
14.45

XLA5933
BA6967
IB7578
ZB713
BA2907
BA2539
EZY772
BA2597
AA6739
BA6881
IB7613 F
BA7945
EZY706
BA2959
BA8083
EI5473
OAW006
DM115
BA6965
IB7514
BA2607
ZB721
FR1122
BA8038
BA2487
IB7640
BA6933
BA2465
IB7646
EZY5086
TP342
BA8076

NAPLES
ALICANTE
ALICANTE
MALAGA
MANCHESTER
ROME-FIUMICINO
INVERNESS
VERONA
VERONA
FARO
ARO
INVERNESS
EDINBURGH
GLASGOW
DUBLIN
DUBLIN
ZURICH
COPENHAGEN
ALMERIA
ALMERIA
NAPLES
ALICANTE
DUBLIN
JERSEY
BARCELONA
BARCELONA
MALTA
MADRID
MADRID
ATHENS
LISBON
NEWCASTLE

Departures
LANDED 1333
LANDED 1335
LANDED 1335
LANDED 1310
LANDED 1324
LANDED 1437
LANDED 1319
LANDED 1325
LANDED 1325
LANDED 1341
LANDED 1341
LANDED 1337
LANDED 1344
LANDED 1349
LANDED 1331
LANDED 1331
LANDED 1355
LANDED 1400
LANDED 1406
LANDED 1406
LANDED 1411
LANDED 1403
LANDED 1419
LANDED 1416
LANDED 1413
LANDED 1413
LANDED 1444
LANDED 1424
LANDED 1424
LANDED 1429
LANDED 1433
LANDED 1512

S
N
N
S
N
N
S
N
N
N
N
N
S
N
N
N
N
S
N
N
N
S
S
N
N
N
N
N
N
S
S
N

10.30
11.45
13.00
13.00
13.15
13.15
13.15
13.15
13.25
13.45
13.45
13.50
13.50
13.50
13.50
13.50
13.55
13.55
14.00
14.00
14.00
14.00
14.00
14.10
14.15
14.15
14.15
14.15
14.15
14.15
14.20
14.25
14.25

FB496
XLA5050
BA2584
AA6652
BA7987
AA6697
BA2602
AA6582
BA2578
BY009A
BA6806
NW31
TCX763K
EZY735
BA6864
IB7600
BA7953
AA6408
BA6952
IB7535
TCX812K
BA2726
AA6668
FCA074
FCA222
BA2884
EK016
CO9892
BA2488
IB7639
BY643A
BA2562
AA6736

SOFIA
TENERIFE-SOUTH
VENICE
VENICE
BORDEAUX
BORDEAUX
PISA
PISA
TURIN
ALICANTE
NANTES
DETROIT
MALTA
BELFAST
PORTO
PORTO
TOULOUSE
TOULOUSE
VALENCIA
VALENCIA
HERAKLION
MUNICH
MUNICH
CANCUN
TENERIFE-SOUTH
ALGIERS
DUBAI
DUBAI
BARCELONA
BARCELONA
PALMA
BOLOGNA
BOLOGNA

AIRBORNE 1531
AIRBORNE 1453
AIRBORNE 1407
AIRBORNE 1407
AIRBORNE 1442
AIRBORNE 1442
AIRBORNE 1347
AIRBORNE 1347
AIRBORNE 1401
AIRBORNE 1358
AIRBORNE 1349
AIRBORNE 1456
AIRBORNE 1409
AIRBORNE 1408
AIRBORNE 1401
AIRBORNE 1401
AIRBORNE 1430
AIRBORNE 1430
AIRBORNE 1459
AIRBORNE 1459
AIRBORNE 1412
AIRBORNE 1412
AIRBORNE 1412
AIRBORNE 1437
AIRBORNE 1433
AIRBORNE 1432
AIRBORNE 1445
AIRBORNE 1445
AIRBORNE 1426
AIRBORNE 1426
AIRBORNE 1439
AIRBORNE 1518
AIRBORNE 1518

S
S
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
S
N
S
S
S
N
N
N
N
N
N
S
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
S
N
N

Visit Duty Free
for 15% off all
fragrances

Flight Destinations
Accra
Accra
Addis Ababa
Addis Ababa

Ghana Airways
3
British Airways
4
Ethiopian Airlines 3
British Airways
4

GH
BA
ET
BA

020 8745 7542
0870 850 9850
020 8745 4235
0870 850 9850

Ajaccio
Algiers
Alicante
Alma Ata
Alma Ata

bmi
Air Algerie
bmi
Air Astana
British Airways

1
2
1
2
4

BD
AH
BD
4L
BA

0870 607 0555
020 8750 3300
0870 607 0555
01293 596 622
0870 850 9850

FRC Airport

For best results and a totally integrated, seamless solution, Ziris Create™ is
designed to be used with Ziris Transfer™, Ziris Manage™ and Ziris View™.

Product Codes
BZSQ-CREATE 10 – Ziris Create Software License, 10-device control
BZSQ-CREATE 10 provides all the functionality of Ziris Create for up to 10
playout devices, within any number of channels or groups. Playout devices
include Ziris View Series application software players or
NSP-Series Network Players.

BZSQ-CREATE DV10 – Additional Ziris Create 10-device License
Ziris Create is completely scaleable, allowing users to easily expand their
system using multiple BZSQ-CREATE DV10 expansion licenses. Each
BZSQ-CREATE DV10 provides additional authoring and scheduling for up to
10 additional players.

Weather Locally

The Mall
18°C
Hot Hair

The

Designer Outlet

Turn Left

Modern Styles for Modern Women

Just 2 Miles south
on the M1

**** Find the latest hot new fashion in the Designer Outlet! **** Find the latest hot new fashi
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Ziris Transfer

™

Make your image move

Satellite

CDN Network
LAN
WAN
ZIRIS TRANSFERTM

Once you’ve created stunning and compelling
images with Ziris Create™, it’s time to distribute
your messages to your various locations and
playout devices using Ziris Transfer™. Ziris
Transfer™ can update NSP or PC players
simultaneously via any kind of TCP/IP
transmission mode: satellite, DSL, LAN or Wi-Fi.

Ziris Transfer™ provides:
• Cost-effective distribution of your scheduled media, using
standard ADSL lines or by multicasting ﬁles over IP-VPN
• Daily or weekly distribution of your digital signage media
• Easy and reliable distribution of large packages containing video
and audio ﬁles to hundreds of sites.

From small to large
The Ziris™ network can cover hundreds of sites and you can manage
everything from one central location. Sony can help you achieve a digital
signage network that suits the technical and ﬁnancial constraints of your
business. Small systems of just a few players can use simple direct FTP
connections. For larger systems we recommend a separate FTP servers.
This standard IT device can process the content distribution without loading
the Ziris Create™ platform cpu, and is performed as a background operation
invisible to users.

10 - Ziris™

Product Codes
The Ziris™ network can
BZSQ-TFR FTP50
– Ziris Transfer – 50 device LAN distribution license

cover hundreds of sites
and be managed from one

With any network, there are always issues concerning deployment,
performance and efﬁciency. Once implemented, BZSQ-TFR FTP50 ensures
content is transferred reliably over the network. If a transfer fails or is
dropped in the middle of a transmission, the transfer session and a number
of resumes are speciﬁed, then an attempt is made to reconnect and resume
transmission. The user receives accurate reporting of system operation.

central location.

BZSQ-TFR SRV LT
– Ziris Transfer FEC License for Satellite operation
For ensuring reliable multicast distribution of ﬁles over satellite or any
unreliable IP network that allows UDP. A server is required.
BZSQ-TFR SRV 500
– Ziris Transfer FEC License and Server for Satellite operation
As BZSQ-TFR SRV LT , but including server.
BZSQ-TFR CLIENT
– Ziris Transfer Client License for Satellite operation
BZSQ-TFR CLIENT is required for each location where satellite reception is
installed, providing the interface to the network player.
BZSQ-TFR CDN
– Ziris Transfer – Content Distribution Network Interface

Satellite & Multicast
For networks using satellite or IP multicast technologies, Sony can provide a
Ziris Transfer™ option with FEC (Forward Error Correction), which overcomes
the inherent unreliability of these types of networks and ensures that all
player devices receive the correct content and image designs. The most
efﬁcient and cost-effective technique for mass distribution of media,
it’s suitable for daily or weekly transmission of large ﬁle packages and
multicasting.

Distribution over a broadband network such as a CDN is arguably the
best known ﬁle transfer technology. It is cost-effective for distribution,
multicasting of FTP ﬁles over IP VPN and using standard ADSL lines.
BZSQ-TFR CDN provides the integration between Ziris Create and CDN.

Corporate Solutions

For best results and a totally integrated, seamless solution,
Ziris Transfer™ is designed to be used with Ziris Create™,
Ziris Manage™ and Ziris View™.

Many large-scale businesses already use the CDN network for their
distributed locations. Sony offers a direct interface to a CDN infrastructure
as part of the Ziris Transfer™ platform, allowing you to easily distribute
content and image design ﬁles over the corporate backbone.
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Ziris Transfer™ system requirements:
Please consult your nearest Sony ofﬁce.

Ziris View

™

Getting your message seen

Once you’ve designed your images and media
with Ziris Create™ and transferred them across
the network, it’s time to prepare them for playout
on your screens – cost-effectively and reliably
with Sony Ziris View™.
Ziris View™ is a unique software package that
turns any standard PC into a digital signage
network player. Coupled with almost any kind of
screen, it delivers a wide range of video, audio
and graphics.
With a simple, user-friendly interface, this PCbased player ﬁts easily into your existing network
architecture. It also integrates easily with other
applications, so you can enhance and upgrade
your system as and when you want.

Ziris View™ key features:
• High-quality video and audio playback
• Supports media design in up to ten graphical layers (all media
types), including video streaming
• Supports ‘default playlist selection’, ensuring a default programme
is played out if no media is scheduled
• Remote access and monitoring to any Ziris View™ network player.
Ziris View integrates completely with Ziris Manage, providing you
with current status and ‘As run’ logs – so you can be conﬁdent
your content is played as scheduled
• Display control, providing control of the display power, volume and
input selection for plasma screens via RS232
• Remote reboot. Ziris View’s PC’s can be rebooted remotely via
Ziris Manage and receive remote Ziris View Software upgrades.
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Product Codes
BZSQ-VIEW LT - Ziris View™ Lite version
Ziris View™ Lite software lets you playback compelling content designed with
Ziris Create™. Design with all types of supported media in up to four media
layers, then simultaneously broadcast them on your signage screens.
BZSQ-VIEW 500 - Ziris View™ Advanced
Ziris View™ Advanced gives you even more creative freedom. The Advanced
software package allows you to play out up to ten different media layers
simultaneously. So, for example, you can simultaneously display ten different
video streams, or any other kind of media, on your digital signage network.
BZSQ-VIEW 500 also features:
• Dynamic Pull (HTML) – pulls HTML or text content from a remote URL and
has a conﬁgurable refresh rate
• MPEG-4 Video Streaming – push based MPEG-4 Video Streaming,
(allowing authoring of playlists to reference video server).
• 10 Media layers
Ziris View™ is fully compliant with the following types of media:
• Multimedia authoring tools – Macromedia® Flash™ 5
• Video – MPEG2, MPEG4, Quicktime 6.5, avi
• HTML streaming
• Audio – WAV, MP3, uncompressed
• Images – BMP, Animated GIF, GIF, JPEG.
Ziris View™ Lite and Ziris View™ 500 – system requirements
Product Code

BZSQ-VIEW LT
BZSQ-VIEW 500

Operating system

Microsoft® Windows® 2000,
Microsoft® Windows® XP
Latest Service Pack

HDD size

80 GB Minimum

RAM

512 MB Minimum

Graphics Card

Minimum XGA (1024 x 768)
WXGA if 16:9 Displays are used
Capable of true colour (32 Bit)
64 MB Minimum Graphics Memory

Processor requirements

Intel® Pentium® 4 or Intel Celeron,
2.8 GHz min

Software environment

QuickTime 6.5 Player
QuickTime MPEG2 Support
Java™ 2 SDK 1.4.2

Miscellaneous

Network Connection RS-232C

For the best results and a totally integrated solution, Ziris View™ is
designed to be used seamlessly with Ziris Create™, Ziris Transfer™
and Ziris Manage™.
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Network Player
NSP-1

The Sony NSP-1 Network Player gives you the
power to reliably display and position individual
elements on screen to build professional
multimedia presentations in minutes – with no
specialist training or graphical skills.
The NSP-1 handles mpeg video, text, graphics,
HTML and Flash™ animations with crisp DVD
quality images and digital audio, on plasma
screens, projectors, digital TV cable headends
or other playout devices. You can simply replay
content from the on-board hard drive, or merge
and layer with video and other multimedia
content from an external video source.
A highly ﬂexible content playout device, the
NSP-1 lets you quickly adapt or customise
presentations to suit your requirements.
Just change the relevant media ‘layer’ of a
presentation and send it to the NSP-1 with a
new events playlist. Playout is automatically
revised without the need to send large ﬁles of
re-rendered content – making more efﬁcient use
of network connections to save you time and
money.

Features:
• Versatile Content Presentation
The NSP-1 manages the presentation of up
to ﬁve simultaneous image layers, including
graphics, html, video, text and Flash content.
For extra ﬂexibility, you can play out video from
the hard drive of the NSP-1 or merge with other
content layers from an external video feed.
• Live Video Input
The NSP-1 has a ‘Video Input’ allowing external
composite video to be input to the device
and displayed on its output simultaneous to
other planned graphics and/.or text. Instead of
choosing a ﬁle, ‘external video’ from camera, VT,
or tuner may be displayed instead.
• High Quality Graphics and Text
The NSP-1 supports a variety of graphics formats
including full colour bitmaps (.bmp), JPEG,
Macromedia Flash™ and HTML. You can position
small bitmap images such as logos anywhere in
the display area - and specify text in any colour
and position on screen, with optional scrolling or
ﬂashing effects added as required.
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• Excellent Video Quality
High bit rate MPEG-2 compression ensures clear,
true-to-life DVD quality video images.
• Portrait Mode
Present content in portrait or landscape modes to
suit your display.

• Dynamic Content Transition
The NSP-1 makes it easy to dynamically change
displayed content according to a user-speciﬁed
playlist. You can display regularly updated web
pages for up-to-date presentation of timesensitive content. You can also display the NSP-1
transitions between stored and ‘live’ video in
accordance with the playlist.

• Selectable Output Resolution and Aspect Ratio
Output image resolution and aspect ratios can be
speciﬁed as:
- 4:3 RGB: VGA, SVGA, XGA
- 16:9 RGB: WVGA
- 4:3 Composite Video: NTSC, PAL

• WLAN Support for Flexible Conﬁguration
An on-board wireless networking (WLAN)
capability allows you to site multiple NSP-1 units
anywhere in a building, increasing installation
ﬂexibility while reducing unsightly cabling.

• Dedicated Audio Track
The dedicated audio track is ideal for adding
background music or narration providing a
controlled and content deﬁned sixth layer.

• Versatile Customisation Capabilities
System customisation options are maximised
with a range of interfaces including PC card slot,
RS-232C port, 25-pin GPI and 2x USB ports.
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Ziris Manage

™

Creating your vision

Keeping an eye on your network
When you invest in a digital signage solution, you
want to be sure that everything will run smoothly.
With Ziris Manage™, you can stay focused on
your network operation, without wasting time and
money solving unexpected situations.
Ziris Manage™ software ensures 100%
automatic monitoring of your entire digital
signage network and its equipment – from the
screens and network players to software and
telecommunications. When a fault occurs, you
are informed in real time, so you can act quickly
to put it right. It helps you improve the quality
of your communications, reduce management
costs and brings you a faster return on your
investment.

• Status of your screens and network players
You’ll want to be sure that your screens are
switched on, and your network players have
downloaded the latest programs. Ziris Manage™
instantly shows you the download status of each
network player, along with its remaining server
disk space. The software monitors screens
such as plasma displays, LCD monitors and
projectors. It also displays information such as
whether units are switched on, the video input
chosen for your screens, and projector lamp
hours, so you can proactively maintain the
network. Ziris Manage™ hardware reports include
disk-space availability, current media playout
information, ﬁrmware and setup conﬁguration,
physical settings and logged errors.
• ‘As Run’ logs of played media

Ziris Manage™ gives you real-time reporting on:
• Conﬁguration of your hardware
You can monitor your screens and network
players in groups or individually, giving you the
most accurate information about your hardware
settings and ﬁrmware.

Every Sony play-out device, including the
NSP-1, Ziris View LT and Ziris View 500, provides
an ‘As Run’ log of played content, and you can
monitor every communication program on your
network in real time with Ziris Manage™. Its
database stores a detailed record of the media
programs displayed on your screens, which
you can publish to show your customers the
placement of their ads.
Ziris Manage™ brings you:
• Real-time access to reports on communications
played out on your screens, every minute of the

PFM
Plasma
Display

day, at every location
• Remote, internet-based monitoring and
managing of your entire digital signage network
from one central site
• The ability to plan preventive hardware

Ziris
Manage™

Network
Player

maintenance, such as replacing projector
lamps based on conditions such as time of use
• Complete control over your network and
devices, including scheduled hourly, daily or
weekly power-on/off switch, video-input
selection and audio-level adjustments for
your screens
• A highly intuitive and user-friendly interface,

Projector

with accessible and helpful information
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Control over your network

Remote monitoring and control

Status reports of hardware

Product Codes
BZSQ-MANAGE 10
Ziris Manage Software License, 10-device control
BZSQ-MANAGE 10 provides all the functionality of Ziris Manage for up to 10
IP connected devices, including playout devices such as NSP and Ziris View
Series devices, and Sony IP enabled displays such as projectors, LCD’s or
Plasmas.
Additional control of devices is possible for NSP or ZIRIS Series devices via
their RS-232 control port.
BZSQ-MANAGE DV10
Additional Ziris Manage 10-device License
Ziris Manage is completely scaleable, allowing users to easily expand their
system with multiple BZSQ-MANAGE DV10 expansion licenses, each
providing monitoring of 10 additional devices, such as networked players,
plasma or lcd screens or projectors.
Ziris Manage™ system requirements:
Product code
BZSQ-MANAGE 10
BZSQ-MANAGE DV10
Operating system
Microsoft® Windows® XP Windows® 2000
CPU
Intel® Pentium® 4, 2.8 GHz or higher
Memory
1 GB or more
HDD
80 GB or more
Monitor
1024 x 768 resolution or more
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Ziris . The total digital signage solution
™

The Ziris range of products comprises:
Ziris Create
BZSQ-CREATE 10

Content Management, Authoring and Scheduling
Ziris Create Content Management, Playlist Authoring
and Scheduling application software
–10-device control

BZSQ-CREATE DV10

Ziris Create Additional 10-Device License key

Ziris Manage
BZSQ-MANAGE 10

Remote device management
Ziris Manage Device Monitoring Application software
– 10-device control
Ziris Manage Additional 10-Device License key

BZSQ-MANAGE DV10
Ziris Transfer
BZSQ-TFR FTP50
BZSQ-TFR SRV LT
BZSQ-TFR SRV 500
BZSQ-TFR CLIENT
BZSQ-TFR CDN

Media distribution
Ziris Transfer – 50 device LAN distribution license
Ziris Transfer FEC License for Satellite operation
Ziris Transfer FEC License and Server for
Satellite operation
Ziris Transfer Client License for Satellite operation
Ziris Transfer – Content Distribution Network Interface

Network Players
NSP-1
BZSQ-VIEW LT
BZSQ-VIEW 500

Playout devices
Sony Network Media Player
Ziris View application software
Ziris View advanced application software

Internet functionality requirements
Some Internet functionality may require Internet access and payment of a separate fee to a service
provider; local or long distance charges may apply. Internet functionality requires 56k or higher
bandwidth modem or xDL or cable modem.

A sound investment
We work closely with our customers to ensure our future digital signage developments fully comply
with your needs.

Contact us now
For more information on the Ziris™ product range, contact your local Sony
sales ofﬁce or visit www.sonybiz.net.
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www.sonybiz.net/retail
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